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The types of experiments needed for determination of all elements of the scattering matrix 
are investigated. It is shown that because of the unitarity condition the required number of 
experiments equals the number of complex functions entering into the scattering matrix. For 
nucleon-nucleon scattering, the inelastic scattering matrix can be determined on the basis of 
five experiments measuring the cross section, polarization, normal components of the polar
ization correlation tensor and of the triple scattering tensors (for the scattered and recoil 
particles). It is shown that experiments involving spin rotation by a magnetic field are not 
necessary for a phase shift analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE LITERATURE contains a large amount of 
experimental information concerning nucleon

nucleon scattering in a very wide range of energies.* 
A phase shift analysis of the experimental find

ings has also appeared in many articles. But it is 
seen in all of these articles that the phase shift an
alysis is not unique and the authors usually present 
a few sets of phases which provide equally good de
scriptions of the result. The phase-shift analysis 
begins with a preliminary limitation of the number 
of states which participate in the scattering. Then 
the algebraic equations for a finite number of 
phases are written out. But for particles with spin, 
it is not clear which experiments provide the data 

for these equations. 
The clearest example is proton-proton scattering 

at low energies. The two principal states involved 
in this case are 150 and 3 P 0 • These states cannot 
be distinguished by either cross section or polari
zation measurements. Yet they can easily be sep-

-arated by polarization correlation. Thus more com
plicated experiments are obviously needed. In oth
er instances, where the scattering is anisotropic 
and the determination of a finite number of phases 
may appear to be formally possible, it is not clear 
to what extent these phases can also describe more 
complex scattering such as multiple scattering. 

It therefore seemed important to attempt an anal
ysis of all possible experiments in order to show 
which of these are independent in the sense that a 

*Wolfenstein1 has given us a good review of recent 
data. We take this opportunity to thank Professor Wolfen
stein for sending us his manuscript before publication. 
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complete reconstruction of the scattering matrix is 
possible when their results are known. For the pur
pose of clarity, we shall begin with two very simple 
examples: the scattering of spin-zero particles in a 
central force field and of particles with spin~ by 
spin-zero nuclei. Subsequently we shall consider 
nucleon-nucleon scattering. 

The case of arbitrary spin, which thus far pos
sesses only theoretical significance and the case 
of photon scattering will be examined in future com
munications. In the present article we shall also 
limit ourselves to the study of the scattering ma
trix for a given energy. The energy dependence of 
the matrix elements requires further study. 

2. SCATTERING OF SPIN·ZERO PARTICLES 

Measurement of the differential cross section of 
a spin-zero particle determines a function a(&) 
which is the square of the absolute value of the 

scattering amplitude: 

(2.1) 

It is clear that when this quantity is measured for 
only one value of the energy and of the angle & the 

phase of the complex function f(&) is not complete
ly determined. 

However, when the scattering is measured at all 
angles and is known to be elastic, the phase of 
f(&) is also determined. Indeed, the unitarity con
dition for the amplitude f(&) can be written as2 

47t Im f (&) = k ~ d(J)f" (&") f (&'). (2.2) 

Here&' is the angle between k (the initial wave 
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vector) and the variable vector k 11 over whose direc
tions dw the integration is carried out. &"is the an
gle between the final wave vector k' and k 11 • If we 
denote 

f (&) = V cr (&) exp [iQ(; (&)], ~2.3) 

we obtain from (2.2) an integral equation for a(&) 
when a(&) is known: 

\ [ cr (&')a(&") ]'I• 
47t sin 0(; (&) = k J cr (&) cos [oc (&') 

(2.4) 
- 0(; (&")] dw. 

The solution of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) or of (2.4) is 
equivalent to a phase-shift analysis. The represen
tation of[(&) as a finite sum of Legendre polyno
mials is clearly only one method of solution, which 
is useful when it is known that only a few phases 
are involved in the solution. For the general case 
the direct solution of (2.4) may he more convenient. 

Equation (2.4) is seen to he invariant with respect 
to the substitution f (&)---+- r (&)or, equivalently, 

0(; (&)-+ 7t- 0(; (&). (2.5) 

This transformation represents a change of sign 
of all scattering phases. It indicates the ambiguity 
in the reconstruction of the scattering amplitude 
from its absolute value. We know that this ambigu
ity is eliminated by consideration of the interference 
with Coulomb scattering (for charged particles) or by 
study of the energy dependence of scattering at low 
energies. Therefore, the measurement of the scat-

tering cross section at a given energy and at all an
gles is a complete experiment in the sense that it 
provides a possibility of completely reconstructing 
the scattering amplitude (except possibly for the in
die a ted ambiguity). 

3. SCATTERING OF A PARTICLE WITH SPIN Y! 

The scattering amplitude for a particle with spin 
~ is described in the usual manner as 

M =a(&)+ b (&)(an), (3.1) 

where o is the Pauli matrix and n = kk' / jkk' I is the 
unit normal to the scattering plane. 

The cross section and polarization (double scat
tering) are measured experimentally, thus enabling 
us to determine two functions: 

cr (&)=I a 12 +I b 12 = 1/2 ( 1f+ 121 +If -1 2), (3.2) 

cr (&) p (&) = 2 Re ab* = 1/2 (! f + 12- if _j2). 

Equation (3.2) clearly determines two moduli*: 

I f 12 - ! + b r2 I f [2 I b r2 
+I -~a I• -.=,a- I· (3.3) 

If the measurements are carried out over all angles 
and the scattering is elastic the phases of the com
plex functions f + (&) and f _ (&) are determined again 
by the unitarity conditions: 

47t Im a(&) = k ~ dw [a''(&") a(&') + b* (&") b (&') cos !i~&~o:~:~~,os &" J. 
47t Reb(&) = k I dw [2 Im a''(&") b (&') cos & :os &'.-cos&" + 

.) sm& sm&' 
(3.4) 

+ b* (&") b (&') 1 + 2 cos & cos&' cos&"- cos2 & - cos2 &' -· cos2 &"J 
sin & sin&' sin &" · 

Equations (3.2) and (3.4) also permit a certain 
invariant transformation. In order to determine this 
we note that the transformation (reversal of the 
signs of all scattering phases) 

a(&)-+ a(&) cos&+ ib (&)sin&, 

b (&)-+- ia (&)sin & - b (&)cos&. 
(3.6) 

a (-B)-+- a' (&), b (&)-+ b* (&) (3.5) Therefore the product of the two transformations: 

does not affect the cross section and unitarity con
ditions hut that it does reverse the polarization. This 
This is also true for the Minami 3 • 4 transformation 

*We note that (3.3) represents the scattering cross sec
tions of a polarized particle whose spin is directed "up• 
or "down" with respect to n. 
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a(&)---;.- a"(&) cos&+ il/ (&)sin&, b (&) -+ 

+ id'' (&)sinS -1/ (&)cos,& (3.7) 

leaves all quantities invariant.* 
Thus for a particle with spin %!, the measurement 

of the cross section and of the polarization is a 
complete experiment. Non-uniqueness of the phases 
resulting from the existence of the transformation 
(3. 7) can be eliminated by investigating the energy 
dependence of the cross section at low energies. 
We also add that, as was shown by Wolfenstein5 , 

this non-uniqueness can be eliminated by the study 
of triple scattering (in which the scattering planes 
of interest are mutually perpendicular). 

4. NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING 

Nucleon-nucleon scattering can be described by 
the matrix 

M = ct (&) + ~ (&) (a1n) (o2n) + 1 (&) (al + 0'2) n 
+ o (&) (a1m) (a2m) + s (S) (a1 1) (a21). (4.1) 

Here 0'1 and 0' 2 are the Pauli matrices of the two 
particles and m, l and n are the unit orthogonal vec
tors of the Cartesian coordinates, which are paral
lel to k-k', k+k' and [kk'], respectively (in the 
center-of-mass system)6 • This system is obviously 
suitable when we note that in the laboratory system 
the unit vectors are parallel to the wave vectors of 
the two particles after scattering and to the normal 
to the scattering plane. 

Equation (4.1) differs from the general scattering 
matrix for two particles with spin %! by the absence 
of a term proportional to 0'1 - 0' 2 . This results from 
identity of the particles for a p-p system and charge 
invariance for a n-p system. 

For identical particles the matrix coefficients in 
(4.1) are symmetrical with respect to the substitution 
& ~ rr- &. These can be formulated conveniently 
by introducing new functions which will also be 
useful subsequently 7 : 

a = ct + ~. b = ct- ~. c = o + s, 

d = 0- c, e = 2r. 
(4.2) 

It can then be shown that for identical particles 

a(;.:-&)= -a(&), b = (rr-&) = -c(&), 
c(rr-&)=-b(&), d(.t-&)=d(&), (4.3) 

e(rr-&) =e(&). 

*In terms of the phase shifts o(j, l) this transforma
tion represents 3 (j, j- 1/ 2) ~- 3 (j, j + 1/ 2). 

Therefore for identical particles the measurement is 
performed only for the angles Ot-+ rr/2. For the scat
tering of neutrons by protons the interval of meas
urement is doubled to 0<--> TT, which corresponds to 
doubling of the number of states in this system. 

Before making use of the unitarity condition, we 
shall briefly describe the experiments needed in a 
two-nucleon system. 

If we have an un polarized beam of nucleons the 
first scattering determines the differential cross 
section, which is associated with the elements of 
the scattering matrix by the formula 

The first scattering gave rise to a beam polarized 
along the n direction. In the second scattering the 
polarization in hydrogen is measured: 

:r (S) P (&) = Re ae". (4.5) 

It is clear that in order to obtain polarization the 
first scattering can be produced by any target with 
certain properties (the polarizer). The polarization 
of the recoil particle agrees with P(&) (a 1 - 0'2 is 
absent in M) and need not be measured. 

A third target can be added in two ways. Meas
urment of the P nn component of the correlation ten
sor gives 

:; (&) p nn (&) = 1/2 (I a [2 -: b i2 - I c [2 + l d i2 +I en 
(4.6) 

In these measurements all three scatterings take 
place in a single plane. It is possible in addition 
to measure the polarization of the particle after the 
second scattering. When it is measured by the third 
target (which can be any analyzer) we obtain two 
quantities which correspond to the two particles 
participating in the second scattering5 • If all three 
scatterings occur in the same plane we shall have 
for these quantities 

cr (&) Dnn (&) (4.7) 
= 1/ {I a 12 + lr b 2- i c 12- I d [2 + I e \2} 

2 I I I I ' ' ' 

(for the scattered particle) ancl 

cr (&) Knn (&) 
(4.8) 

(for the recoil particle). For neutron scattering by 
protons, the difference between these two quantities 
is evident; for identical particles, the first quantity 
corresponds to measurement in the angular interval 
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0 to TT/2 and the second to the angular interval 77/2 
to 77, 

The methods which have been described give us 
five equations from which we easily determine the 
absolute values of the five functions a+e, a-e, b, 
c, d. Further consideration follows the path indi
cated earlier. In order to determine the phases of 
these complex functions measured over all angles 
we must make use of the unitarity condition. It can 
be shown (see Ref. 8) that five such conditions 
exist. [These conditions (see Appendix 2) are in
variant with respect to 

~(&)~-~* (&), ~(&)~--~·(&), r(&)~·((&), 

0 (&) ~ - o· (&), c (&) ~- s· (&), 

which is equivalent to simultaneous reversal of the 
signs of all phases (as in the preceding case this 
substitution reverses the polarization); a substi
tution which corresponds to the Minami transforma
tion does not exist for nucleon-nucleon scattering 9.] 

Hence it follows that th~ indicated set of experi
ments is a complete set. 

The preceding considerations are characterized 
by the important conclusion that determination of 
the scattering matrix does not require measurement 
of quadruple scattering or the introduction of a mag
netic field but can be confined to experiments with 
three targets and parallel scattering planes. Up to 
the present time, however, such a complete set of 
experiments has not been performed for any single 
energy; this is the cause of the ambiguities in the 
analysis of these experiments. 

In connection with the determination of the scat
tering matrix there arises the question of its rela
tion to the potential. It is noteworthy that the num
ber of independent functions in the scattering am-

A 

Unpolarized 

I 

plitude coincides with the number of scalar func
tions that appear in the interaction Hamiltonian. 
Indeed, it is easily shown that the general form of 
the interaction of two protons, for example, will be 

V = V1 (r) + V2 (r) (a1a2) + V3 (r) (a1r) (a2r) 

+ V4 (r) (a1 + a2) L + V5 (r) (a1L) (a2L) 

where L is the orbital angular momentum. It would 
be very interesting to determine how the scattering 
matrix is affected when one or more V. vanishes. In 

' other words, can anything be k110wn qualitatively 
regarding the form of V from the characteristics of 
the scattering matrix? 

In conclusion we wish to thank Professors E. 
Segre and 0. Chamberlain for interesting discus
sions which we had with them during the summer of 
1956 concerning nucleon scattering experiments. 

APPENDIX 1. FORMULAS FOR POSSIBLE 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING 

EXPERIMENTS 

Since the set of five experiments indicated above 
for the determination of the nucleon-nucleon scat
tering matrix is not the only one possible, we shall 
now briefly review all conceivable experiments. 
These experiments can differ first in the polariza
tion of the primary beam and secondly in the nature 
of the quantities to be measured (cross section, 
polarization of the scattered particle, polarization 
of the recoil particle, polarization correlation). 
They can be summarized in the following table: 

ln~tial spin state 

B I c I .0 

Polarized Unpolarized Polarized Measured quantity 
hearn-unpo- heam-unpo- beam-po- heam-po-

larized larized larized larized 
target target target target 

L Cross section cr• cr\1) 0'(2) 
O'ik t k 

2, Polarization of p(l). D<.t) • K~P y(l) 
scattered particle p tp ikp 

3, Polarization of p(2) K;; D(2) y(2) 
recoil particle q kq ikq 

4. Polarization 
pq~ p(l). p(2) 

ri;pq correlation tpq kpq 
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Here each column represents a definite initial spin 
state of the twc:rnucleon system and each line gives 
a characteristic of the scattering process which can 
be measured. The subscript i denotes the direction 
of initial polarization of the incident particle; k 
denotes the initial polarization of the target; p de
notes the measured polarization component of the 
scattered particle; q denotes the measured polari
zation component of the recoil particle. Each ex
periment will hereinafter be denoted by a letter 
(for the column) and numeral (for the line) indica
ting the initial spin state of the system and the 
characteristic of the scattering process which is to 
be measured. For example, B2 means measurement 
of the set of quantities D~ 1) which determine the 

'P f . "d . 1 influence of the i-component o mci ent partie e 
polarization on the p-component of scattered par
ticle polarization, etc. 

Not all of the experiments in this table are dif
ferent. Some of them are actually identical because 
of symmetry. Thus in the absence of singlet-triplet 
transitions (the absence of the ~1-~2 component) 
there is essential identity of experiments A2 and 
A3, 131 and Cl, B4 and C4, D2 and D3, 132 and C3. 
For identical particles (see the symmetry properties 
in (4.3)) experiments B2 and B3 determine the quan
tities of B2 for supplementary angles (&and rc-&). 
Experiments C3 and C2 are related in the same way. 

Because of the time•reversal symmetry of the ma
trix M the experiments which are situated symmetri
cally with respect to the main diagonal of the table 
are equivalent (A2 and Bl, A4 and Dl etc). Thus 
the only distinct experiments are denoted by aster
isks in the table. It appears immediately that a 
polarized target is needed in principle only for the 
most complicated experiments. But, as we have 
seen, for the actual determination of the scattering 
matrix even these experiments are unnecessary. 

We now proceed to review the characterstics 
which are determined in the different experiments. 

Al. The cross section is measured: 

cr (&) = 1/ 4 Sp MM+ 

= 1/ 2(1 a !2 +I b 12 +I c 12 +I d 12 +I e 1~). 

A2. The polarization is measured: 

B2. The tensor is determined: 

~ (&) D;p (&) = 1/ 4 Sp Mcr11M+cr1p 

= 1/2 (j a j2 +I b [2 -I c 12 -I d 12 +I e J2) n;np 

+ Re (a•b + c•d) m;mp 

+ Re (a•b- c•d) l 1lp- Im b•e (m;lp -l1mp)· 

From triple-scattering experiments with parallel 
and perpendicular planes these components are de
termined: 

~ (&) Dnn (&) = I/2 (I a 12 + I b 12- i c 12 -I d 12 + I e 12), 

~ (&) Dxm (&) = -cos : Re (a•b + c•d) 

I b• . .& + m esm 2 . 

The determination of the components 

~ (&) Dzm (&)=sin ~ Re (a*b + c*d) +cos~ Im b*e, 

.& * *d) .& I b* ~ (-&) Dxl(&) =sin 2 Re (a b- c +cos 2 m e 

requires either quadruple scattering or triple scat
tering with a magnetic field between the targets. 
The unit vectors z and x are along the directions 
k and [nk], respectively. 

B3. The tensor is measured: 

~ (&) K;q (&) = 1/4 Sp M~li M+~2q = 1/2 ( i a !2 - i b :2 

+ 1 c 12 -I d 12 + i e j 2) n1nq + Re (a*c + b*d) m;mq 

+ Re (a*c- b*d) l;lq- Im c*e (m;lq -l;mq). 

The components K and K 1 are determined from nn x, 
triple scattering and K and K 1 from quadruple xm z, 
scattering. 

For identical particles this is equivalent to the 
measurement of corresponding components of Dip 

for supplementary angles (& ---c?> r:- &) giving 
Dnn (r:- &) = Knn (&), Dxm (r:- &) = Kx,-1 (&), 
Dzm (r:- &) =- Kz.-1 (&), Dxl (7t- &) = 

- Kx. m (&). 
A4. The polarization correlation tensor is meas

ured: 

~ (&) P pq (&) = 1/ 4 Sp ~1pcr2qMM+ 

= { (:a 12 - ! b 2- ! c [2 + / d 12 + ! e )2) npnq 

+ Re (til*d + b*c) mpmq + Re (b*c- a· d) lplq 

+ Im de* (mplq + mqlp)· 

The component 
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is determined by an experiment in which the planes 
of the analyzing scatterings coincide with the basic 
scattering plane. 

Experiments in which the planes of the analyzing 
scatterings are perpendicular to the basic plane, 
with a magnetic field perpendicular to the primary 
scattering plane placed in front of one of the anal
,YZers, determine the components 

The determination of the component 

:; (-&) Pml (-&) = Im de* = - :J (-&) Pm-l (-&) 

requires an experiment in which the planes of the 
analyzing scatterings are perpendicular to the basic 
scattering plane. 

:; (-&) Pmm (-9) = Re (a*d + b*c), 

cr (S) Pu (-&) ~~ Re (l/c --a* d). 

B4. The tensor is measured: 

cr (&) P;pq (-&) = 1/ 4 Sp Mali A-f+cr1pv2q = 

= Re ae*n;npnq + Re be* [m;mpnq + l;lpnq]

- Im (a*b + c*d) l;mpnq + Im (a*b- c*d) m;lpnq-

- Im (a*c + b*d) l;npmq + Im (a*c - b*d) m;nplq + 
+ Im (a*d + b*c) n;lpmq + Im (a*d- b*c) n;mplq + 

+ Re e*c [m;npmq + l;nplq] + Re e'd [n;mpmq- n;lplq]· 

C4. For this experiment a polarized target is required. The tensor components are measured: 

cr (-&) T;kpq (-&) = 1/4 Sp Mcr1i:;2kM+a1Pcr2q = 

= 1/2 (!a [2 + I b [2 + i c 12 +I d 12 +I e f2) n;n~cnpnq + 
+ 1h (I aj 2 +I b [2 +I c j2 +I d ]2 -I e 12) (m;mkmpmq + l;f,)plq) + 

+ Re (a*b + c''d) (n;lknplq + l;n1,lpnq) + 
+ Re (d''b- c'd) (n;mJcnpmq + m,n~cmpnq) + 

+ 1/ 2 (I a 12 +I b ]2 - [ c !2 -; d j2 -! e [2) (m;hmplq + l;m~clpmq) + 
+ 1/ 2 (I a i2 -I b 12 +I c j 2 - I d j

2 -: e ?) (mJ~clpmq + l;m,,mplq) + 
+ 1/ 2 (-1 a 12 + j b j2 + i c :2 -- ~ d 12 +I e t 2) (m;m~clplq + l;hmpmq) + 

+ Re (a''c + b"d) (l;n~cnplq + nJ~;Lpnq) + 
+ Re (a*c- b"d) (n;mkmpnq + m;n~;npmq) -

- Re (a*d + b'c) (l;l~;npnq + n;n~;lplq) + 
+ Re (a*d- b*c) (n;n1,mpm,1 + m;m~;npnq) + 

+ Im e"c (m,n~;nplq + n;mlilpnq- n;l~cmpnq -l;n~cnpmq) + 
+ Ime*d (n;nkmplq + n;n~clpmq- m;l~rnpnq -l;m~cnpnq) + 
+ Im a*e (l;m~cmpmq + m;l~cmpmq + l;lkmplq + l;lklpmq-

- m;hlplq -l;m,Jplq- m;mkmplq- m;m,,lpm,J + 
+ Im b*e (l;n~cmpnq + n;l1,np mq-- tz;m~cnp/,1 - m;n~clpn"). 

APPENDIX 2 UNITARITY CONDITIONS 

These are the unitarity conditions for nucleon-nucleon scattering: 

4dm rx (&) = -~ ~ Sp [M+ (k', k") M (k, k")l dwk·', 

4" Jm ~ (&) = ~- ~ Sp [M+ (k',k") M (k, k") (a1n) (a2n)] dwk"• 

4-rr Re l (-&) = i:- ~ Sp [l'-1+ (k', k") M (k, k") (a 1 + a2) n] dwk--, 

4dm 0 (-&) = -} ~ Sp (M 1 (k', k") M (k, k") (a1m) (a2m)] dwk", 

4" Im s (-&) = ~ ~ Sp [M+ (k',. k") M (k, k") (a11) (a))] dwk"· 
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The calculation of the traces in the unitarity con
ditions is elementary but results in complicated ex
pressions which we shall not reproduce here. It 
should be noted that when Wolfenstein's 5 form of M 
is used the unitarity condition forB(-&) (singlet 
scattering) is of the same form as the unitarity con
dition for the scattering of spin-zero particles. 
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